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the success with which the companies engaged in ' feats of
merchandise' asserted their exclusive rights long after
individualism had emancipated itself in other directions.
The circumstances of the age impelled merchants to assume
the functions which are now the province of the State-
guarding against the dangers of piracy at sea and robbery
on land, presenting a united front against oppression and
exploitation by alien potentates, maintaining embassies, and
erecting forts. Thus the natural instinct of Englishmen to
act in a corporate capacity, while it lapsed in the spheres
of industry and agriculture, was powerfully reinforced in the
sphere of oversea trade. Two types of companies were
evolved—the regulated and the joint-stock. The broad
distinction between them lay in the degree to which individual
enterprise was tolerated. The regulated company was the
older form of association; and its looser cohesion made it
suitable for trafficking with countries where conditions were
more settled. The joint-stock company was adapted for
remoter lands where the normal risks of commerce were
enhanced by political hazards. The posture of affairs might
dictate an alternation of type—a company was sometimes
regulated and at other times joint-stock. Every company
had a territorial area assigned to it, in which the right of
trading was restricted to its members.
The regulated company was an association of merchants,
ea°k °* w^om transacted his business separately but was
subject to the ' old trade principles' laid down by the
fellowship to which he belonged. Even the briefest survey
of the ' common rules' of the Merchant Adventurers, the
greatest of the regulated companies, discloses the narrow
limits within which a merchant was confined in his opera-
tions. The by-laws covered all the aspects of trade. They
stipulated that no member should sell his wares in any place
inside the company's territory other than the ' mart' or
' staple' towns. Merchandise had to be shipped abroad in
vessels chartered by the company, which sailed together at
set times of the year. The continental market was held in
appointed seasons during which commodities were offered
for sale on certain days only in the week. A code of trading

